I anticipate going to a party.
**bustling**

A place that is bustling is crowded and busy.

---

**concentrate**

When you concentrate, you think hard about something and give it all your attention.

---
**movement**  A movement is a way that something moves.

**vibrate**  When something vibrates, it shakes very fast.
It is remarkable that cats land on their feet.

**avoid**  If you avoid something, you stay away from it.

**consume**  When you consume something, you eat it, drink it, or use it all up.

**create**  If you create something, you make it.

**detect**  When you detect something, you start to see it or hear it.

**remarkable**  Something that is remarkable is very special or surprising.
**avoid**  If you avoid something, you stay away from it.

---

**consume**  When you consume something, you eat it, drink it, or use it all up.

---
create  If you create something, you make it.

detect  When you detect something, you start to see it or hear it.
I am fascinated by lions because lions fight buffaloes.

**communicate**  When you communicate with someone, you tell them something.

**eager**  If someone is eager for something to happen, they can hardly wait for it.

**fascinated**  When you are fascinated by something, you like it and can’t stop thinking about it.

**immediately**  If you do something immediately, you do it right away.

**react**  If you react to something, you show how it makes you feel.

I am fascinated by lions because lions fight buffaloes.
If someone is eager for something to happen, they can hardly wait for it.

communicate When you communicate with someone, you tell them something.
immediately  If you do something immediately, you do it right away.

react  If you react to something, you show how it makes you feel.
I am eager to write about _______________________

because _______________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________